Average Heat Flux Characteristics of a Compact Rotating Detonation Engine for Space Propulsion
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1 Introduction

Rotating detonation engine (RDE) is a new concept jet engine that is expected to bring a technical revolution to current aviation and aerospace propulsion systems. The RDE has practical value due to its intrinsic advantages, including one-time initiation, continuous mode operation, step increase in efficiency, self-sustaining and self-compression of detonation waves, large effective thrust at a low-pressure ratio, a wide range of inflow velocity, and design simplicity [1].

The basic concept of continuous detonation waves was proposed and conducted by Nicholls [2] and Voitsekhovskii [3]. For engineering applications, thermal management of RDEs has become a key technology that urgently needs breakthroughs, especially in the past three years, full-scale and long-duration prototype tests based on liquid fuels have been implemented. Due to the high-frequency RDWs, the combustor is subjected to an extremely complex and changeable heat flux environment. Meyer et al. [4, 5] studied characterization of heat transfer coefficients and parameter impact on heat flux in RDEs. It was shown that the heat transfer coefficient had a higher bulk value at the higher axial location and increasing the equivalence ratio (0.6 - 1.2) resulted in the bulk heat flux increasing. Kublik et al. [6] analyzed heat loads that occur in the region of detonation propagation in pulse and rotating detonation engines. Lim et al. [7] also studied the wall heat flux in a rotating detonation rocket engine, and it was shown that the heat fluxes in the detonation wave region appeared to be relatively higher than in the product region downstream of the detonation waves. Goto et al. [8, 9] evaluated the heating environment of RDE with different nozzles and propellant cooling. It revealed that the heat flux was roughly proportional to channel mass flux and the increase in the wall heat flux was only 18 - 25% with propellant injection cooling even when the flow rate was doubled.

However, there are few studies on the wall heat flux distribution and influencing factors of the whole rotating detonation combustor (RDC). In this paper, a compact RDE was designed, and a series of effective experimental tests for high-frequency heat flux measurement were carried out. The characteristics of instantaneous heat flux and the spatial distribution of the average heat flux were analyzed, and the effects of mass flow rate and equivalent ratio were discussed.
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2 Experimental Setup and Methodology

The experimental data presented was collected at the Combustion and Propulsion Laboratory’s Detonation Engine Research Facility at Peking University. The investigation was conducted on a RDE test section at flow rates from 60 to 160 g/s, and equivalence ratios from 0.3 to 1.8, using methane/GOX. An optimized hole-slot intake mode of the injector was adopted in the combustor. The experimental device, sensor arrangement and schematic diagram of RDC are shown in Figure 1. The length of the combustion chamber is L=69 mm, the inner radius R1=23 mm, the outer radius R2=29 mm, and the throat radius R3=26 mm. The net weight of the engine is 5 kg, which is expected to be further optimized to reduce to less than 3 kg. The design thrust is 500 N and the design chamber pressure is 1 Mpa.

Three PCB sensors are used to capture the high-frequency pressure curve of the detonation wave. The injection pressure and combustor pressure was captured by five static pressure sensors. In particular, 12 high-frequency coaxial E-type thermocouples were mounted flush on the wall of the combustor in order to obtain the transient wall heat flux. The response time of the coaxial thermocouple is less than 5 μs. The measurement range of heat flux was 0-50 MW/m², and the measurement error is less 7%.

A high-speed camera was used to image the natural flame from the aft end of the RDE. Images were recorded at a rate of 50000 frames per second, with an exposure time of 5.0 μs. The high-speed images allow for an assessment of the number, direction, and location of the waves in the annulus. Operation is computer-controlled and monitored by a 500 kHz data acquisition system. The stable working stage of the engine is selected as the criterion for data processing, as shown in Fig. 2 (left).

3 Results and discussion

Experimental results show that stable detonations were successfully formed in all tests. The contraction of the exhaust plume to the inner cone revealed that the outlet pressure is lower than the back pressure,
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as shown in Fig. 2 (right). The interaction between the intercepting shock and the inner cone induces a reflected shock, and the shear layer is clearly visible.

Figure 2: Criterion of experimental data selection, taking test as an example (left); The RDE exhaust plume during operation of test 3 (right).

Heat flux was determined based on temperature measurements using the Cook-Felderman technique. Assuming that heat is conducted into a semi-infinite body of known thermal properties, measured hot gas side wall temperature can be used to calculate heat flux into the wall according to the following equation [10]:

\[
\dot{q}_n(t) = \frac{2\sqrt{\rho c k}}{\pi} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{T(t_i) - T(t_{i-1})}{(t_n - t_i)^{1/2} + (t_n - t_{i-1})^{1/2}}
\]

where \(\dot{q}\) - heat flux, \(\sqrt{\rho c k}\) - material (thermocouple) constant, \(t\) - time, \(T\) - temperature.

Figure 3: The space-time diagram, high-frequency pressure and heat flux curves of test 3. Mean thrust was 65 N, total mass flow was 72.7 g/s, and equivalence ratio (ER) was 0.93.
Figure 3 shows the space-time diagram, high-frequency pressure and heat flux curves of test 3. The space-time diagram shows that the engine has been in single-wave mode during operation and there is ablation on the inner wall of the combustor due to the high temperature environment. The RDW is further demonstrated by high frequency pressure curves and the PCB sensors only worked for about 150 ms before it burned out. The instantaneous heat flux in the combustor reaches 20 MW/m², indicating a high and transient heat load in the detonation region. It also shows that the thermocouple used can survive the whole experimental cycle, verifying its reliability and stability.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the high-frequency heat flux and dynamic pressure curves of the detonation wave. Since the sampling rate of the PCB sensor is 5 times that of the thermocouple, the pressure curve is finer than the heat flux curve, and more data points are recorded. In other words, the heat flux curve obtained through the thermocouple has been filtered to some extent compared to the pressure curve. However, the transient variation of the heat flux is consistent with that of the pressure curve, indicating that the instantaneous heat flux is successfully captured by the thermocouple sensor. In particular, the phase difference between the heat flux peak and the pressure peak is half a wavelength, which coincides with the 180 degree difference between the two sensor positions in the circumferential direction. Therefore, this type of thermocouple can replace the PCB sensor, not only greatly reducing the cost, but also completely recording the transient characteristics of the detonation wave in the experiment.

![Figure 4: Comparison of the high-frequency pressure and heat flux curves of test 3.](image)

The current experimental results show that the spatial distribution of the average heat flux has two high-point regions, namely the detonation region and the throat region, as shown in Fig. 5. Obviously, due to the existence of detonation wave, the average heat flux in the detonation wave region is the largest, reaching 9.6 MW/m². The reason for the increase of the average heat flux in the throat is that the mass flux reaches the maximum in this region. Therefore, the thermal protection and cooling design of these two regions need to be carefully considered, as the design of an effective cooling system is undoubtedly a key part of the engine development process. In addition, it is also found that with the increase of the equivalence ratio, the bulk heat flux presents a trend of first increasing and then decreasing. In the range of equivalence ratio 1.2-1.3, the bulk heat flux of the combustor basically reaches the maximum value. This may be related to the heat release rate of unit combustibles and the proportion of detonations. When...
the equivalence ratio is relatively small, the combustor is dominated by detonations. As the proportion of combustibles increases, the heat release rate increases, which in turn increases the heat flux. But when the equivalence ratio is relatively large, a considerable proportion of the fuel is consumed by deflagration, which affects the intensity of the detonation wave, resulting in a decrease in heat flux.

In addition, a weighted average of the heat fluxes in the head region of the combustor, where the positions of thermocouples No. 1 and No. 2 represent the detonation region, was made. The average heat flux in the detonation region is closely related to the equivalence ratio, as shown in Fig. 6 (left). Under the same mass flow rate, a trend of rising first and then falling was shown on the average heat flux with the increasing of equivalence ratio and the maximum value of average heat flux is in the range of equivalence ratio 1.2-1.3, which is consistent with the rule of the bulk heat flux of the combustor. Furthermore, it can be found that the average heat flux of the detonation region increases as the mass flow rate increases. Also, the bulk heat flux are closely related to the mass flow rate, as shown in Fig. 6 (right). Within the error range, the bulk heat flux increases with the increasing of the mass flow rate.

Figure 6: The average heat flux vs equivalence ratio in the detonation region (left); The spatial distribution of the average heat flux with different equivalence ratios and mass flow(right).

4 Conclusion

In order to evaluate the characteristics of instantaneous heat flux and the spatial distribution of the average heat flux, a compact RDE for space propulsion was designed, and a series of effective experimental
tests were carried out using methane/GOX. The preliminary conclusions are as follows:

1. The instantaneous heat flux was successfully captured by the high-frequency thermocouple sensors, which is in good agreement with the peak of dynamic pressure. This type of thermocouple can be used as a substitute for the PCB sensor, which greatly reduces the cost and can obtain the characteristic signal of the detonation wave for a long duration.

2. The spatial distribution of the average heat flux has two high-point regions, namely the detonation region and the throat region. Thus the thermal protection and cooling design of these two areas need to be carefully considered.

3. Under the same mass flow rate, both the bulk heat flux and the average heat flux of the detonation area show a trend of rising first and then falling, and reach the maximum value in the range of equivalence ratio 1.2-1.3. And the bulk heat flux and the average heat flux of the detonation region increase with the increasing of the mass flow rate.

The above results are of great significance to the design of RDE cooling system.
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